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PLATE XX~l. 
In 1887 Chiari (1)* described nodular enlargements of the Fallop- 
ian tube which he had found in seven cases out of 760  post-mortem 
examinations.  He  designated  them  histologically  as  circumscribed 
hypertrophies and hyperplasias of the muscular wall of the tube with 
cysts invested with columnar epithelium.  The latter he regarded as 
protrusions  of  the  tubal  epithelium  following  inflammation  of  the 
tubal  mucous  membrane.  The  cysts  were  generally  filled  with 
serous fluid, in one case with pus.  The tubal canal could always be 
followed up  between them.  The  cysts were surrounded by  a  very 
thin layer of connective tissue, resembling in every respect that of the 
mucous  membrane  of  the  tube.  In  his  opinion  the  circumscribed 
muscular hyperplasias and  hypertrophies  are  probably  the  result  of 
the irritation produced by the cystic cavities, which in their turn are 
caused by inflammation of the tubal mucous membrane.  The cysts 
were never found in the interstitial part of the tube, but were observed 
occasionally in all other portions of it.  In one case it could be proved 
that the cysts had originated in protrusions of the tubal mucous mere- 
* References to literature are at the end of this article. 
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brahe.  Chiari  regarded  these  cases  as  practically  identical  with 
~artin's (9) eases of salpingitis follieularis. 
In  1888  Schanta  (3)  added some new cases and  gave  a  sketch of 
the clinical symptoms appertaining to this salpingitis isthmiea nodosa, 
as he calls it.  ~e has since become fully convinced that this  anato- 
mical condition and the consequent clinical symptoms are a  result of 
gonorrhceal infection of the tubes (4). 
I  shall  discuss  briefly  Schanta's  clinical  description.  The  syrup- 
toms which he ascribes to the salpingitis isthmiea nodosa are subjective 
and  objective.  The  subjective  symptoms,  according  to  him,  arc 
identical with those of salpingitis  in general, colicky pains recurring 
principally  at  the  time  of  menstruation  being  the  most  important. 
These symptoms, however, are not at all characteristic.  They occur 
in tubal diseases of very diverse origin and anatomical condition.  The 
objective symptom, the nodular enlargement of the robe at its stai~ting 
point from the horn of the uterus is, according to Sehauta, sufficient to 
warrant a diagnosis of salping'itis isthmica nodosa, but Schanta himself 
comes to the conclusion that the structure of these nodules varies to 
some extent (3). 
The progressive  interest in  tubal  pathology, which has  been  bred 
and fostered by the rapid and successful development of tubal surgery, 
obliges and enables us to re-examine and, where necessary, to recon- 
struct the older theories.  There are still many unsolved problems in 
the pathology of the tube,  and some recent researches seem to  open 
up unexpected vistas in the mysterious regions of pathological cell life 
and developmental processes.  The salpingitis  isthmiea nodosa is  not 
the least interesting of the pathological conditions of the tube,  and a 
research into its pathogenesis affords abundant opportunities for specu- 
lation, from indulging in which I  shall refrain as much as possible. 
The minute  structure  of  the salpingitis  isthmica nodosa  will  first 
occupy us,  and the question to  be answered here is contained in  the 
one  sentence:  Is  the  nodular  enlargement of the  tube  aLvays  com- 
bined with the structural conditions described by Chiari and Schauta ? 
For some of the specimens which I  examined I  am indebted to the 
kindness of Dr. ~Vatkins of Chicago; the rest were removed by Prof. Emil  Ries  349 
W.  A.  Freund  or myself at  Strassburg.  In  order to obtain  reliable 
results in these cases it is indispensable to  examine series of sections~ 
which I  always  did,  cutting mainly in the  sagittal  direction,  so as to 
obtain  transverse  sections  of the tube.  Some of the  specimens were 
also  cut  in  the  frontal  direction,  which  affords  special  opportunities 
for the study of the interstitial part of the tube and of some conditions 
o£ the tubal wall. 
Case  I.  Miss  S.  Uterus and both tubes preserved in alcohol. 
The body of the uterus is partly covered with membranous adhesions 
both on its anterior and posterior surfaces.  The point where the right 
tube branches  out from the body of the uterus  is marked by a  nodular 
enlargement,  the  size  of  a  hazel-nut.  On  a  sagittal  section  through 
this nodule two small grooves, each the size of a pin-head, are discovered 
which are filled with a  pultaceons mass.  The walls of these grooves are 
not smooth, but irregular.  The cavity of the tube, from which they are 
about  as  far  distant  as  from the  peritoneum,  follows a  pretty straight 
course between these  grooves.  The rest  of the  tube  is  of normal  size 
and is not tortuous.  The left tube is enlarged to double its normal size; 
the  cavity  shows  a  very tortuous  course  and  the  walls  are  thickened. 
The abdominal portion of the tube contains a  nodular enlargement, the 
size of a  filbert.  On longitudinal  section through this part  of the tube 
the  enlargement appears to be caused by a  small cyst ~he size of a  pea, 
which is imbedded in the wall.  The contents of this  cyst have escaped 
and  cannot  be  examined.  The  ovaries  show  nothing  abnormal.  The 
tubes and parts of the  ovaries are covered with membranous adhesions. 
The nodule at the right horn of the uterus was  excised and a  series of 
sections  was  made  through  it.  On  examining  a  section  through  the 
middle part  of the nodule the  following conditions are  observed  (Plate 
XXXII, Fig. 1): The thickening of the tube is not due to a dilatation of 
its cavity, which together with its mucous membrane shows  the appear- 
ances which normally characterize this particular part of the tube.  The 
folds of the mucous membrane are low and few in number; the epithelium 
is a little lower than usual, but is well preserved over the entire mucosa. 
The connective tissue of the folds is rather poor in cells and its blood- and 
lymph-vessels are narrow and  empty.  There are but  slight traces  of a 
previous  inflammatory  condition  of  the  mucous  membrane,  signs  of 
which, however, may be found in  a  certain degree  of flattening  of the 
folds of the mucosa. 
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mucous membrane, but a  look at the muscular  and connective tissue of 
the tube accounts  for it.  We  see here, first,  a  considerable thickening 
of the muscular  layers; and secondly, accumulations  of rotmd cells and 
epithelial  cysts  imbedded  in  the  connective tissue  between  the  muscle 
bundles. 
The  muscular  layers which  are  thickened  are  almost  exclusively the 
circular and not the longitudinal coats.  I  have not been able to confirm 
Chiari's observations of hypertrophy of the muscle fibres, but have only 
found hyperplasia, that is to say, the number of the muscle fibres exceeds 
the  normal,  but  the  shape  and  size  of the  fibres are  unchanged.  The 
hyperplasia  of  the  muscular  tissue  is  so  great  that  the  muscular  wall 
attains in places to five times the normal thickness. 
While the bulk of the nodule is composed of the thickened muscular 
tissue,  another  factor  cannot  be  overlooked, viz.  the  accumulations  of 
round  cells  and  the  cysts.  Outside  the  muscular  layer  encircling  the 
mucous membrane and reaching out to the longitudinal muscular layer, 
a mass of round cells is seen corresponding to the pultaceous mass filling 
the small grooves described above.  The single cells composing this mass 
are of the typical round type and lie closely together.  In some places a 
few connective-tissue fibres are seen between them, in others small hmm- 
orrhages.  In  the  centre  the  mass  of  round  cells  has  broken  down  in 
two places and two cavities with irregular walls have been formed.  The 
cells  surrounding  them  show the  presence  of  necrosis  by  an  imperfect 
degree  of  staining.  The  accumulations  of  round  cells  have  no  sharp 
outlines, but spread irregularly between the muscle and connective-tissue 
bundles in the neighborhood. 
Imbedded in these masses  of round cells we find epithelial masses  of 
various "sizes and  shapes.  In some places  the  latter form almost round 
cysts, in others the outline is very irregular.  Several of these epithelial 
masses  do  not  form  continuous  epithelial  lines,  the  latter  being  inter- 
rupted, as if broken up and destroyed by the masses of round cells.  The 
cells  of  these  epithelial  masses  are  mainly  of the  columnar  epithelial 
type and are ganerally of the same size and height as those of the tubal 
mucous membrane.  In  some of the round  cysts the  epithelial cells are 
rather more cuboidal than cylindrical, a  result of the pressure  exercised 
by the contents of the cyst.  The contents consist of detached epithelial 
cells,  some  round  cells  and  occasional  hyaline  drops.  The  epithelial 
masses  sometimes project into the cavity of the cysts, forming papillary 
elevations.  In other cases there is no regularity in the arrangement  of 
the  epithelial  cells,  especially  where  the  accumulations  of round  cells 
have  entered  into  and  separated  the  epithelial  masses.  Cilia  are  no- 
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The  epithelial  masses  imbedded  in  the  accumulations  of round  cells 
are not the only ones to be found in this specimen.  Numerous epithelial 
cysts, round  or oblong in  shape,  some with  papillary  elevations  of the 
epithelial cells, are met with between the cavity of the tube and the mass 
of round cells.  They are invariably surrounded by a  thin layer of con- 
nective tissue resembling that of the mucous membrane of the tube.  In 
one  place  a  raznifying  cavity  invested  with  columnar  epithelium  and 
surrounded by a layer of connective tissue is seen, of which I  shall have 
to treat later. 
The peritoneum shows in some places slight thickening and new for- 
mation of connective tissue, but nowhere in a very high degree. 
If we start from this description of one section and add to it the obser- 
vations to be gathered from the series of sections, we are  able  to say a 
little more about the extent and course of the various changes described 
above. 
We find the hyperplasia of the muscular tissue throughout the entire 
nodule.  The accumulation of round cells is observed to follow an oblique 
course from the mucous membrane of the tube towards the peritoneum. 
It forms at one place a  semicircle around the mucous membrane of the 
tube, then is seen midway between the mucosa and the peritoneum, and 
at  last  approaches  the  peritoneum,  which  it  reaches  at  a  point  where 
some  h~emorrhagic  infiltration  of  the  tubal  connective tissue  prevails. 
With this mass of round cells the epithelial masses, described above, pro- 
ceed  from  the  cavity  towards  the  peritoneum,  some  imbedded  in  the 
masses  of round  cells themselves, some at  a  short  distance  from them. 
The ramifying cavity with epithelial lining, described above, is with the 
aid  of the  series recognized as  belonging to  the tubal  cavity itself.  A 
sharp  curve  of the  tubal  cavity causes  it  to  appear  twice in  the  same 
section. 
After the examination of the nodule I  excised part of the uterine horn, 
of which again a series of sections was made.  In this series the mucous 
membrane of the so-called interstitial portion of the tube shows a normal 
appearance, and we have a  very narrow cavity lined with an epithelium 
lower than that of the rest of the tube and approaching in size and shape 
to the epithelium of the uterine body.  The folds of the mucous mem- 
brane  are  few  (two  to  four)  and  very low.  Besides  this  there  are  no 
epithelial elements to be seen in the sections.  The sections contain accu- 
mulations  of round  cells in two different places,  one near the  anterior, 
the other near the posterior surfaces of the horn of the uterus.  Again 
these accumulations are very dense and again they contain central cavities 
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No giant cells are found, and no evidences that these small abscesses, as 
we must term them,  are  of a  tuberculous nature.  The peritoneal  cov- 
ering  of the  uterus shows  some  thickening  caused  by membranous  ad- 
hesions, but otherwise neither here nor in other parts of the  peritoneal 
covering of the uterus can pathological changes be discovered. 
The rest of the body of the uterus and the cervix were then examined. 
The  body  shows  some  pathological  changes.  The  muscular  and  con- 
nective tissues  in  some places  are  infiltrated with round-cell accumula- 
tions  which  have  occasionally  become  so  marked  that  they  must  be 
termed  abscesses.  The  cervix is  free from round-cell infiltrations;  the 
mucous  membrane  shows  no  signs  of  infiltration  or  hypertrophy.  I 
paid special attention--from reasons to be explained later--to tile search 
for remnants  of the Wolffian duct in the  walls of the  uterus,  but  could 
not discover any. 
Finally  that  part  of  the  left  tube was  examined  which  contains  the 
nodular enlargement caused by the  cyst of the tubal wall.  The cyst is 
lined  with  a  low  cylindrical  epithelium  which  in  some  places  forms 
secondary cysts, the  cavities  of which  remain  only as  narrow  clefts  in 
consequence  of the  pressure  of the  contents  of  the  main  cyst.  These 
secondary cysts  communicate  with  the  larger  cyst through  wide  open- 
ings.  The cyst is surrounded by a thin layer of connective tissue.  No 
communication  between  the  cyst  and  the  cavity  of  the  tube  is  to  be 
traced out.  The mucous membrane of the left tube shows traces of old 
inflammation,  atrophic  folds  of  the  mucous  membrane,  and  a  dense 
fibrous condition of the connective tissue  of the mucosa.  The contents 
of  the  cyst  had  escaped.  There  is  no  hypertrophy  of  the  muscular 
tissue of the tube. 
We  have  in  the  foregoing  specimen  a  nodular  condition  of  both 
tubes.  But while the findings in one nodule tally exactly with those 
described  by  Chiari,  the  other  owes  its  origin  to  a  vastly  different 
structure.  On  the  right  side  we  find  the  tube  enlarged  in  conse- 
quence of hyperplasia  of the  muscular  tissue  and  of the  existence  of 
an inflammatory new formation, an abscess, and a number of epithelial 
structures,  cystic  and  otherwise.  The  same  inflammatory  condition 
prevMls in the right uterine horn and  other parts  of the  body of tile 
uterus.  On  the  left  side  the  enlargement  has  nothing  to  do  with 
changes in  the  muscular  tissue,  hyperplastic  or  inflammatory,  but  is 
due to the existence of a cyst in the wall of the tube. Emil  Ries  353 
Cas8  II.  Mrs.  S--t.  Both  tubes. 
The fimbriated ends of both tubes are open.  The tubes  are straight, 
not tortuous.  The left shows a nodular enlargement the size of a cherry 
at  the  tubal  horn  of  the  uterus.  Each  tube  shows,  in  addition,  one 
nodular enlargement in the neighborhood of the abdominal end. 
The nodules situated near the abdominal end of either tube show the 
same  gross  condition  on  vertical  sections.  The  muscular  coat  is  very 
thin (0.5-1.5 ram.) and the rest of the section consists of the enormously 
enlarged mucous membrane of the tube.  The nodule of the left uterine 
horn shows  a  different appearance  on section.  It is impossible to  out- 
line the muscular coat, and the central parts appear homogeneous. 
On microscopical examination of serial sections through these nodules 
the foilowing changes are  observed: 
a.  Nodule  of left uterine horn.--The  cavity of the tube is narrow.  It 
is lined with the normal cylindrical epithelium and presents two or three 
short  folds.  The mucous  membrane  is  surrounded  by the  normal  cir- 
cular muscular layer.  The cavity of the tube lies excentrically near the 
anterior and  superior  surface  of the  tube.  The  longitudinal  muscular 
layers of the tube are very thin.  Between the longitudinal and the cir- 
cular layers of muscle fibres the entire space is filled with a dense accumu- 
lation of round cells, with a  few connective tissue fibres and some small 
h~emorrhages, except for a  central irregular cavity, which is surrounded 
by necrotic masses  of round  cells  and  a  small  area  of  cells  containing 
blood pigment.  The infiltration with round cells penetrates between the 
longitudinal  muscular  layer,  but  does  not  reach  the  peritoneum.  No 
epithelial formations.  No giant cells.  No signs of tuberculosis. 
The accumulation of round cells followed up through the series of sec- 
tions  proves to be  a  body of oval shape  without  direct  communication 
with  the  cavity of the  tube,  the  peritoneal  surface  or  even the  broad 
ligament.  The peritoneal covering is normal. 
The specimen would  correctly be termed abscess of the tubal wall  or 
salpingitis  abscedens. 
b.  Nodules  near  abdominal  ends  of  both  tubes.--Both  nodules  are  of 
the  same  structure.  The  muscular  coats  are  very  thin,  representing 
about one-tenth of the  diameter of the tube, while the bulk consists  of 
mucous  membrane.  The  latter  presents  very  hyperplastic,  markedly 
ramifying folds.  A  few of them are high  and thin;  others are thin  at 
the bases, have a  stem with ramifying branches and then swell up  into 
a  thick mass,  from which  new  folds  branch  out.  In  some  places  two 
folds starting from different points form an arcade-like arch.  The whole 
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the rest of the tubal cavity.  In a few places the cavity is a little larger 
and  is full of round  cells,  masses of red  blood corpuscles and  some de- 
tached epithelial cells.  The epithelium covering the folds varies from the 
cuboidal to the high  cylindrical type.  In some places vacuoles are  seen 
in a group of columnar epithelial cells.  Most of these vacuoles contain 
one or several round cells; they vary somewhat in size; some of them are 
connected with neighboring  vacuoles; they are generally surrounded  by 
a line of flattened epithelial  cells.  The connective tissue of the mucous 
membrane  presents a  very pronounced infiltration  with round  cells, be- 
tween which, in places, none of the connective tissue can be recognized. 
The  blood-vessels  are  not  very  numerous  and  are  choked  with  red 
corpuscles. 
The  circular  and  longitudinal  muscle  layers  are  both  very thin;  in 
some  places  there  is  only a  mere  indication  of them.  Between  them 
there  are  copious infiltrations  with round  cells  and  some small  h~emor- 
rhages. 
The peritoneal covering shows some very remarkable changes, of which 
I  shall speak later on in detail. 
We have in this  ease a nodular  enlargement  of the isthmic part of 
the tube, the histological condition of which differs @ore that described 
by Chiari  in the absence of both muscular  hyperplasia  and  epithelial 
formations.  Schauta  himself  mentions  (3)  the  occurrence  of  such 
eases  where  the  outward  appearance  pointed  to  the  existence  of  a 
salpingitis  isthmiea  nodosa,  but the  microscopic investigation  showed 
only accumulations  of round  cells without  any epithelial  formations. 
The  nodules  of the  abdominal  portions  of both tubes  show still  less 
agreement  with  Chiari's  and  Sehauta's  description.  They  present  a 
picture commonly observed in salpingitis  catarrhalis  with considerable 
swelling of the folds of the mucous membrane. 
Sehauta  (3) refers to I-Iegar's report  (5)  of cases of tuberculosis  of 
the tubes which presented the same nodular condition that gave origin 
to the term salpingitis nodosa. 
Case III.  In sections from a tube which showed a nodular enlarge 
merit  in  its  isthmic  part,  I  was  able  to  find  clear  evidence  of  the 
tubercular  nature  of the  disease.  The  mucous membrane,  as well as 
the  wall  and  the  peritoneal  covering  of the  tube,  contain  numerous 
tubercles  with  beautiful  giant  cells.  Of epithelial  cysts in  the  wall Emil  Ries  355 
of the tube  outside the mucous membrane, there are no traces to be 
found. 
t/egar found (5), on two occasions, nodules at the starting point of 
the tube which he had felt distinctly before the operations and which 
he had been able to satisfy himself were caused by a hypertrophy of 
the  wall  resulting  from  the  presence  of  a  pathological  substance. 
After  cutting  through  this  part  of  the  tube  during  the  operation 
cheesy  tubercular  masses  resembling  long  thin  worms  could  be 
squeezed out at several points  of the incision,  tie  concluded, there- 
fore, that all of them did not issue from the stenosed cavity, but that 
some came from lymphatic vessels.  The same observation in the case 
of tubercular nodules in this part of the tube has been made by other 
observers--Gusserow  (6),  Courty  (7),  Reynaud  (8),  ~osler  (9). 
Nodules occur in all parts of tubercular tubes; they are often multiple, 
so that the tube looks like a string of beads.  The nodules are soft or 
hard, according to the degree of hypertrophy of the wall, the tension 
of the contents and the more or less advanced liquefaction of the tuber- 
culous products. 
In addition to the condition described by Chiari,  from observation 
of our cases we have become acquainted with several other structural 
changes  in  the  tube  which  may give  rise  to  nodular  enlargement. 
Among these were abscesses  and cysts of the tubal wall, tuberculosis 
of the tube and catarrhal salpingitis.  But, even now, this interesting 
subject is not exhausted.  On further examination of specimens from 
cases of tubal disease, we come across a number of abnormal structures 
which must be compared with  and  differentiated from the condition 
first discussed.  We sha~l meet in some cases with the same elements 
which make up the salpingitis isthmica nodosa, but existing in a great 
variety of combinations.  We  see epithelial formations in  the  tubal 
wall without inflammation, without hypertrophy of the  muscles and 
with  or without nodular  enlargement.  We find,  furthermore, mus- 
cular hypertrophy and epithelial formations without inflammation and 
with  or without the formation of nodules;  lastly,  we  find muscular 
hypertrophy and inflammation without epithelial formations and with- 
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The  cyst found  in  Case  I,  and  which  was  described  above,  is  an 
epithelial formation in the wall of the tube.  It is not accompanied by 
hypertrophy  of  the  muscular  tissue.  It  forms  a  nodule.  It  has 
nothing to do with inflammation,  so far as I  can determine.  A  num- 
ber  of  cysts from  various  parts  of tubes  showed  structures  identical 
with this  one, but in no  case could I  discover muscular hypertrophy 
or traces of inflammation.  If sufficiently large,  they cause a nodular 
enlargement  of the tube.  Bimanual  palpation  would not reveal any 
difference  between  this  condition  and  a  salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa. 
Anatomically such a  cyst may by secondary infection  of its wall and 
contents undergo such changes that the condition may come to show a 
great  similarity  with  that  of  a  salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa,  though 
originally the difference is sharply  pronounced. 
So far I  have described only cases which on bimanual palpation  or 
gross anatomical  examination  might  be called instances  of salpingitis 
isthmica nodosa;  I  have at the  same  time proved that  a  nodular  con- 
dition  of the  isthmic  portion  of  an  inflamed  tube  is  not  necessarily 
caused  by  Schauta's  salpingitis  isthmiea  nodosa.  Consequently  it 
must be confessed that the clinician has no reliable means of diagnos- 
ing the condition previous to operation and microscopic examination. 
In considering the origin of the detached epithelial masses, not only 
the  conditions  described  above  and  which  are  actually  characterized 
by nodular enlargement of the tube will have to be taken into account, 
but a  number of others in which  epithelial  masses are  present in  the 
wall of the tube. 
Chiari's  theory of the origin of the detached epithelial masses from 
the epithelium of the tubal mucous membrane is the most likely to be 
accepted  as  correct  wherever  a  direct  connection  between  the  epi- 
thelium  of the  mucous  membrane  and  that  in  the  tubal wall within 
the muscular  layers is  demonstrable.  In some places where  a  direct 
epithelial connection cannot be observed, the layers of infiltrated  con- 
nective tissue which  accompany and here and there break up the epi- 
thelial masses form, according to Chiari's  opinion, the connecting link 
and give evidence of the route which the epithelium has taken.  But 
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satisfactory yet advanced, has never been absolutely proven, it is well 
worth  while  to  consider  some  other  possibilities.  Experiments  on 
this subject are out of the question,  a  fact much to be regretted, as 
they would furnish the best means of elucidating the causal connec- 
tion.  Fortunately nature has stepped in to some extent and has pro- 
duced a  number of different combinations of pathological  conditions 
resembling more or less the peculiar form of salpingitis which we are 
discussing. 
Epithelial formations in  the wall of the tube  occur under various 
conditions, some of which must be considered as congenital, others as 
acquired. 
Among the  abnormalities in  development of the tube,  the forma- 
tion  of accessory ostia  and their  equivalent,  the  accessory tube,  has 
recently attracted  renewed  attention--Kossmann  (10),  Nagel  (11). 
It has been found that these pedunculated accessory and rudimentary 
tubes occur more frequently than has been generally believed (accord- 
ing to Kossmann (10) in four to ten per cent of all cases).  They con- 
rain sometimes a central cavity which, according to Kossmann, never 
communicates with the lumen of the  tube,  but  opens in many cases 
into  the abdominal cavity, while in  others it  is  closed at both  ends. 
These  accessory tubes start  from the  main  tube  or from the  broad 
ligament. 
Case IV has provided me with a specimen in which two very well- 
developed accessory tubes start from the broad ligament.  The end of 
one forms a  cyst the  size  of a  pea,  while  the other terminates in  a 
number  of  fimbriae,  just  as  in  the  normal  tube.  On  microscopic 
examination the accessory tube with the fimbriae was found to contain 
no  cavity.  Its fimbriae formed dendritic growths invested with the 
same high columnar epithelium which lines those of the normal tube. 
The pedicle consisted of muscular and fatty tissue with comparatively 
large blood-vessels, but contained no epithelial formations. 
The attention  of anatomists has been directed exclusively to  those 
accessory tubes which possess  more or less pronounced pedicles.  No 
attempt has been made to utilize these formations in the explanation 
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same source, the  cysts of the tubal wall and the accessory tubal  cavi- 
ties or diverticula of the tube.  Of the cysts, I  have already described 
one  specimen  (Case  I);  of accessory tubal  cavities,  there  are  only  a 
few instances mentioned in the literature,  and I  have myself observed 
only two cases, which I  discovered accidentally when examining  mic- 
roscopically tubes  which  showed  no  outward  sign  of  such  accessory 
cavities. 
Case  V.  The  first is  a  case  of dermoid  cyst  of the  ovary  which 
was removed with the tube.  The tube presents no gross appearances 
of disease of any kind and was removed merely because it formed the 
pedicle  of  the  tumor.  On  examining  the  tube  microscopically  I 
found  the  mucous  membrane  normal  and  its  folds  well  developed; 
there were no pathological changes in the substance of the wall  Un- 
expectedly I  came  upon  epithelial  formations  in  the wall  lined  with 
cylindrical  epithelium  situated  near  the  peritoneal  coat of the upper 
border of the tube outside the circular muscular layer and surrounded 
by connective tissue  and some  of the  longitudinal  muscular layers  of 
the wall.  I  had  made  a  series of sections and was therefore  enabled 
to follow up the epithelial formations throughout  their  entire  length. 
I  found that they formed a  duct with several ramifications,  so that  in 
some sections two, or even three,  accessory cavities were seen; in other 
sections  the  cavity  was  single  and  lined  with  a  circle  of  columnar 
epithelium.  The  accessory cavity  did  not  communicate  with  either 
the mucous or the sel"ous surface of the tube.  The  epithelium  form- 
ing this duct possessed no muscular wall of its own~ but was surrounded 
by connective tissue. 
Case VI,  a.  The  second case of this  kind  was observed in  a  tube 
which Dr.  Rumpf had removed  together with the myomatous uterus 
by  abdominal  hysterectomy.  The  tube  appears  thickened  and  the 
mucous  membrane  presents  a  honey-comb appearance.  What  inter- 
eats  us here is the following observation: In the wall of the tube out- 
side the longitudinal  muscular layers it is  possible to  demonstrate  an 
irregular  cavity lined with columnar  epithelium  and presenting  a few 
short  ramifications.  The  epithelium  resembles  precisely  that  of  a 
normal  tube.  In this  case also the  epithelial  formation  has  no  mus- Emil  Ries  359 
cular  wall  of its  own,  but is  surrounded  by connective  tissue.  The 
accessory cavity does not communicate with either the tubal cavity or 
the  peritoneal  surface.  "The same  tube  presents  another  unusual 
arrangement  of epithelial formations,  of which I  shall speak more in 
detail later  (see Case VI,  b, p.  374). 
These two instances of accessory tubal cavities clearly belong to the 
same class as the case of Landau and Rheinstein  (12),  in which they 
described a  diverticulum  of the  tube.  The  only difference,  and  one 
which  I  do not  consider  essential,  is that  in  their  case the  accessory 
cavity must have communicated with either the peritoneal surface or 
the main cavity of the tube, although such a statement is not made in 
their paper.  It is proven, however, by the fact that the diverticulum 
had become the seat of a tubal pregnancy, and that in consequence of 
rupture of the sac the patient had succumbed.  The tube of the other 
side  also  contained  a  similar  diverticulum.  It  is  not  necessary  to 
dwell upon  the importance  of such accessory cavities of the  tube  in 
regard  to  the  causation  of  extranterine  gestation.  Rokitansky  (13) 
enumerates "hernial protrusions of the mucous membrane of the tube 
through  the  muscular  layer"  as  one  of  the  possible  causes  of tubal 
pregnancy, and this view has been adopted in all subsequent works on 
this  question,  mainly,  as  it  would  seem,  on  Rokitansky's  authority, 
and  not inconsequence  of very  frequent  observations  of  this  kind. 
It  is  evident that  there  is  no  way out for  an  ovum which  has  once 
wandered into such  an accessory cavity.  It  is noteworthy that very 
little  is  said  about  this  malformation  in  the  literature  upon  tubal 
diseases,  but  that  a  work  dealing  with  extranterine  pregnancy  by 
Werth  (14)  contains  two  more  cases  of  accessory  cavities  with  an 
epithelial lining situated in the tubal wall 
Werth's eases differ from those described above by the fact that in 
the  former  a  great  number  of  accessory cavities  were found  in  the 
tubal wall.  Werth himself regards these additional cavities as caused 
by active growth of the epithelium of the tubal mucous membrane in 
consequence of the irritation due to the existing pregnancy.  He men- 
tions,  however  ,  Martin's  report  (2)  of  cases  ,f  follicular  salpingitis 
where  the  accessory cavities in  the wall  of the  tube were the  result, 
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The  follicular salpingitis  of :~Iartin  we shall  consider  more  closely 
later  on.  At present we shall  deal with  the  origin  of the  accessory 
cavities and their relationship to the accessory tubes.  It is clear that, 
as in  the  case  of  other  tubular  organs,  a  double,  threefold,  or  even 
more complex, :~Iueller's duct can originate in the course of embryonic 
development.  It is a  generally accepted theory that the  well-known 
pedunculated  accessory tube or parasalpinx,  as Kossmann  (10)  terms 
it, originates in this way.  Now there is no fact in embryology which 
forces us to  assume that  such  an  additional  tube must  invariably  be 
pedunculated.  It may just as well grow within as outside the wall of 
the  tube.  If it  has  an  opening  at  both  ends  it  Yorms  an  accessory 
ostium through  which a  probe can be passed down into the  cavity of 
the tube.  If the abdominal end is closed and the  termination  on the 
mucous membrane is open, the parasalpinx  Yorms a  diverticulum com- 
municating  with the  cavity of the  tube.  Kossmann's  statement  that 
the parasalpinx never communicates with the lumen of the tube is not 
opposed to this view, since he would limit its application to the pedun- 
culated parasalpinx and lays down the fundamental  principle that the 
accessory ostium  and  the  accessory tube  originate  in  developmental 
processes which are the same and differ only in degree.  The positive 
observations  of  pregnancy  in  diverticula  are  rather  in  favor  of  the 
theory given by me. 
If both ends of the parasalpinx  are occluded, it forms an accessory 
cavity in the wall of the tube,  an  " intraparietal  parasalpinx,"  as  de- 
scribed in Cases V  and VI.  If exudation of fluid takes place into this 
accessory cavity, the formation of a cyst in the wall, an "intraparietal 
hydroparasalpinx"  will  be  the  consequence.  If  an  inflammation 
spreads  from  the  mucous  or  serous  surface  of the  tube into  such  a 
parasalpinx,  which  is  partly  or  totally  occluded,  the  inflammatory 
round-cell  infiltration,  which  may  even  break  up  or  to  some extent 
destroy the  epithelial  formations,  must evidently produce a  condition 
which it will be impossible to  differentiate from  Sehauta's  salpingitis 
isthm[ca  nodosa.  It will  be very difficult or  even impossible to  tell 
whether  the  epithelial  formations  were  primarily  in  the  tubal  wall 
and  participated  in  a  secondary inflammation  or whether  the  inflam- Emil  Ries  361 
marion preceded and caused the epithelial masses of the mucous mem- 
brane to later invade the wall of the tube. 
There are, however, some few points which may prove of value in 
attempting to arrive at a differential diagnosis between these two con- 
ditions.  Accessory intraparietal  tubes  are  generally few in number 
(I have not observed more than one in the same tube), and accordingly 
accessory cavities within  the wall  are  also  few.  Furthermore, they 
generally  show  only  few  and  insignificant  ramifications.  Of  epi- 
thelial growths resulting from inflammatory irritation,  there may be 
many and these most irregular in  shape.  A  non-inflamed accessory 
tube is surrounded by connective tissue, while the epithelial growths 
caused by inflammation of the mucous membrane are accompanied by 
connective tissue and masses of round-cells.  Secondary inflammation 
of an intraparietal parasaipinx will of course wipe out this difference. 
The parasalpinx is only one of the malformations which are of sig- 
nificance in regard to the subject under discussion.  The parasMpinx 
is a  product of Mueller's duct,  but the Wolffian duct may also play 
no unimportant part in  the causation of epithelial formations in  the 
tubal wall. 
The importance of the Wolfflan body in this regard has been ignored 
until very recently.  A  number of authors had described myomatous 
tumors  of  the  uterus  which  contaihed  cysts  invested  with  ciliated 
cylindrical epithelium (Rokitansky (15), Babes (16), Diesterweg (17), 
ttauser (18),  Ruge (19),  Ricker (20),  and others).  But it remained 
for Breus  (21)  and Recklinghausen (~2)  to prove their origin to  be 
in the Wolffian body or duct.  Recklinghansen also was the first who 
gave  a  thorough  description  of such  tumors in  the Fallopian  tubes. 
These  myomata,  whether they are  situated in  the uterus  or  in  the 
tube,  or even outside and at a  distance from the uterus  (Breus  and 
Recklinghausen),  have  one  characteristic  in  common, namely,  that 
they contain glandular  elements  (hence the name  " adehomyoma ") 
or cysts invested with  ciliated  cylindrical epithelium imbedded  in  a 
tMn layer of connective tissue which contains numerous round  cells 
(" cyst-adenoma ").  Another frequent but  not invariable finding is 
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cular tissue  of  the  uterus,  but  their muscle fibres  are so  intimately 
interlaced with those  of the surrounding muscle tissue that it is im- 
possible  to  find  a  distinct  border  line  between the  tumor  and  the 
healthy tissue.  All other signs, such as location of the tumor, shape 
of the uterus containing such tumors, or the general appearance and 
development of the patients (Freund (22)), are less reliable. 
The  theory evolved by Reck]inghausen is  briefly as follows:  The 
Wolffian body, which in the normal development of the human female 
usually becomes entirely atrophied, in a  comparatively ]~rge number 
of cases is found to be well preserved and located in the wall of the 
uterus or the tube.  ~Vherever such remnants of the Wolffian body 
exist,  tumors  can develop  which contain the  elements of it,  ciliated 
cylindrical epithelium and connective tissue. 
It is  due to  Recklinghausen's classic and exhaustive work that  we 
have become acquainted with the peculiarities of the structure of these 
tumors.  These characteristics remove them from the histioid variety 
and show them plainly to  belong  among those extremely interesting 
tumors which are termed organoid, because they imitate and reproduce 
not  only  the  histological  components,  but  the  entiz'e  structure  and 
architecture of the organ from which they have sprung.  Reckling- 
hausen has shown that these adenomyomata contain a  system of ter- 
minal  bulbs,  secretory  and  collecting  channels  linked  together  by 
loops,  cistern-like cavities  or ampulhe, terminating finally in  a  main 
channel--in short,  an epithelial system, the parts and combination of 
which  closely  correspond  to  those  observed  in  the  Wolffian  organ 
during embryonic life.  The similarity is further emphasized by the 
formation  of  pseudo-glomeruli  and  by  the  existence  of  pigmented 
cells.  Other minor points of similarity I  omit here because their dis- 
cussion would lead us  too  far.  ~hat  has  been said  is  sufficient to 
establish the theory of the derivation of these adenomyomata from the 
Wolffian body and to  establish  it with as  much certainty as  can  be 
gained from the obser~'ation of morphological conditions. 
It is noteworthy that the growths which afforded Recklinghausen 
the opportunity of observing this close resemblance were large tumors 
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pronounced resemblance between the arrangement of their epithelial 
ducts and that of the ducts of the Wolffian body. 
Satisfactory proof of their  derivation  from  the  Wolffian  body  is 
much harder to establish in the case of these tubal tumors than in the 
uterine tumors, and the facts at hand would probably not be considered 
conclusive if the same theory could not be proven so beautifully in 
the cases of the uterine adenomyomata. 
It  is  true  that  it  seems impossible  to  contest this  theory for  the 
cases so well described by Recklinghausen.  But now a new question 
arises.  Is  this  origin the invariable  rule?  It  is  highly interesting 
to read how tenaciously, for some 220 pages, Recklinghausen defends 
his theory of their origin in the Wolffian body--in some cases against 
serious objections  which he by no  means refuses to  recognizc  and 
how at last in a postscript he has to acknowledge that just before pub- 
lishing his book he has encountered a  case which does not allow of 
any other explanation than that of the origin of the adenomyoma in 
the uterine mucous membrane and not in the Wolffian body. 
Recklinghausen claims that Chiari's cases (1)  of what Schauta (3) 
termed  "  salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa"  and  ~artin's  (2)  and  Orth- 
mann's (25)  cases of "salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis" were identical 
with his instances of adenomyoma and that these growths must all be 
derived from the Wolffian body and not, as Chiari and Martin assume, 
from the tubal epithelium.  I  was glad to see this clMm of Reckling- 
hausen's,  since it  proves  the  great  difficulty of  discerning  between 
these cases,  a difficulty which I  have experienced myself but which I 
do not believe can be simply put aside by declaring the origin of all of 
these cases to be identical. 
Some objections against the theory of Recklinghausen can be  up- 
held in view of what has been said above in the description of Chiari's 
cases  and  my  Case  I.  The  question  of  inflammation  has  received 
almost no consideration in Recklinghausen's book.  He does not men- 
tion the finding of pus in one of the small cystic cavities of the tube, 
which it is true Chiari observed only in one out of seven cases.  But 
I  believe, and my Case I  confirms this  opinion, that the question  of 
inflammation as a cause of such tubal adenomatous growths deserves a 
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great deal of attention  on account of its practical  and clinical import- 
ance, as well as its theoretical interest.  At ]east we must consider the 
possibility of inflammation  attacking  a  tube already abnormal in con- 
sequence of previous inflammation or congenital malformation,  a com- 
plication  which  I  have  pointed  out  repeatedly  and  which  Reckling- 
hausen seems inclined to admit.  ~Iy Case I, I  believe to be a case of 
adenomyoma tubm Woli~ianum with sec(mdary inflammation. 
Recklinghausen is decidedly opposed to the theory of the origin  of 
the glandular  elements  of the adenomyomata from the epithelium  of 
the tube, one of his principal reasons being that,  as the tube contains 
no glands,  its epithelium  cannot give rise  to  the  formation  of glands 
in  the  neighborhood  of  the  tubal  cavity.  Recklinghaasen  himself 
observed an epithelial cyst located outside the circular muscular layer 
and connected with the epithelium  of the tubal cavity by a long, thin 
duct.  But the explanation he gives is that  the cyst which originated 
in the Woli~an body has broken into the mucosa of the tube, not that 
the  epithelium of the mucosa has invaded the surrounding  tissue.  I 
believe that one of my observa:tions (Case IX) will enable me to show 
that this explanation does not hold good in all cases,  and that in tubal 
as well as in uterine  adenomyomata the  origin  of the epithelium  may 
be traced in certain cases to the mucosa of the organ and not invariably 
to the Wolffian body. 
I  possess specimens  of six  tubal nodules which have  to be termed 
adenomyomata of the tube. 
Case VII.  Mrs.  Iq--n.  Both  tubes. 
One tube has a thickened nodular uterine end, the fimbriae are open. 
The tube is very tortuous and presents three nodular enlargements of the 
isthmic part,  which are made more evident by strangulation  of the rest 
of  the  tube.  Microscopic  examination  reveals  the  thickening  to  be 
caused by an  abnormal  amount  of muscular  tissue  and  by an  unusual 
amount and distribution of epithelium. 
The cavity of this tube is a narrow slit made irregular by two or three 
elevations of the mucous membrane.  The  epithelium  is normal  in  size 
and  arrangement.  The  connective tissue  of the  mucous  membrane  is 
free from round cells and rather dense and fibrous.  The mucous mem- 
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latter and the well-developed longitudinal layer a new 'layer is interposed, 
which in some specimens takes up  about two-thirds  of the diameter of 
the tube.  This layer contains epithelial formations, muscular and con- 
nective tissue  and numerous large  blood-vessels.  In some sections the 
epithelial  formations are found all  around  the  cavity, in  others,  more 
especially between the cavity and the insertion of the broad ligament on 
the  tube.  The  relative  arrangement is  the  following:  The  epithelium 
forms more  or less regular  circles or gland-like ducts; it is  elevated in 
some places after the  manner  of papillary growths.  Of the  gland-like 
ducts,  two  to  four  sometimes lie  in  the  same  direction  and  very near 
together.  The  epithelial  cells  of  these  formations  are  columnar,  the 
nucleus occupying about the middle of the cell.  Some of them present 
very  well  defined  cilia.  In  the  dilated  or  cystic  formations  the  epi- 
thelium  is  frequently  cuboidal  rather  than  cylindrical.  The  cyst-like 
dilatations of the ducts contain numerous cells which resemble the epi- 
thelial  cells on the walls of the  cyst and do not  stain well.  They are 
probably detached and degenerated epithelial cells.  The epithelial lines 
are surrounded by a  layer of connective tissue which is sometimes very 
thin, sometimes well pronounced.  Outside the connective tissue comes 
a thick layer of muscle cells which are arranged parallel to the epithelial 
lines, so that they appear circular around the cysts and oblong or loop- 
like around the gland-like ducts. 
Each epithelial line with its sheath of connective and muscular tissue 
forms a  system of its own, which is separated from the neighboring sys- 
tems and from the muscular layers of the tube  proper  by a  stratum of 
loose  connective  tissue.  The  whole  picture  resembles  somewhat  that 
of the parovarian tubules just  outside the  tube  in  the  broad  ligament, 
but the muscular layers are  much  more pronounced here than is  usual 
in the parovarian tubules. 
There is no connection between these epithelial systems and the cavity 
of the tube.  ttmmorrhage or pigmentation is nowhere to be seen.  The 
same is true with regard to round-cell infiltration.  There are no  signs 
whatever of inflammation. 
The other tube presents a  thickening, measuring 3 cm. in length and 
2  cm.  in  thickness,  in  which  the  tube  disappears.  On  microscopical 
examination of one-half of the tumor the cavity of the tube is found to 
be  obliterated at the  extremity of the tumor, while in  the  centre  it  is 
well preserved and provided with numerous and slightly ramifying folds 
of mucous membrane.  The epithelium of the folds of mucosa is of the 
normal columnar type in the centre, while towards the thin end of the 
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the centre, but towards the extremity of the  tumor appears  as  a  mere 
capillary cleft, which at last is barely recognizable.  The tissue between 
the epithelium and the circular muscular layer is dense and fibrous, not 
at all like the normal tissue of the tubal mucous membrane.  The  cir- 
cular layer is normal, not thickened. 
The tumor is  the  result  of the presence  of an increased  amount  of 
muscular tissue between the circular and tile longitudinal muscular lay- 
ers  and  of  epithelial formations imbedded in  this  abnormal  muscular 
tissue.  The epithelial formations and their relations to the surrounding 
tissue are almost the same  as in the nodule of the other tube described 
above.  One  finding, however,  is  peculiar  to  this  nodule,  namely the 
occurrence of concretions with concentric strata not perfectly globular 
but possessing  slight wave-like  curves  in their outlines.  These  concre- 
tions present  a  hyaline appearance.  They are  found in the  epithelial 
cysts outside the tubal cavity and are in some cases surrounded by fiat 
epithelium; in others they appear imbedded in the connective tissue itself. 
Being unwilling to destroy the sections,  I  could not test the concretions 
with acids. 
It  is  noteworthy that  the  epithelial  formations  are  numerous  and 
larger in the centre of the tube where the tubal epithelium is well  de- 
veloped,  while at the thin end of the tumor, where the tubal epithelium 
disappears  and  the  lumen is  obliterated,  the  epithelial formations  are 
absent. 
The nodular enlargement of the tubes in this case is  caused  entirely 
by the growth in them of the epithelial elements and their sheaths of 
connective and muscular tissue.  Without them the tubes would be  of 
about normal size. 
In the light of modern research this case  must be regarded as  one 
of adenomyoma of the tube.  It is  not a  simple hypertrophy of the 
muscular  tissue,  since  the  muscular  sheaths  form  separate  nodules 
around  each  epithelial nest.  That  the  epithelial formations cannot 
be  derived from the epithelium of the tubal  cavity is  shown by the 
fact that no connection between them is to be discovered and no traces 
of  any irritative process  in  the  epithelium of the  tube  proper  exist. 
The only observation which might give rise to doubt upon this point 
is the coincidence of well developed tubal mucosa with numerous epi- 
thelial masses in the wall and of obliteration of the lumen with absence 
of epithelial masses outside, as described in the nodule of the second Emil  Ries  367 
tube.  As, however, I  was not able to find any direct communication 
between  tubal  epithelium  and  epithelial  formations in  the  wall,  it 
would seem that  too much importance must not be  attached to  this 
coincidence.  The facts are in favor of the theory of a separate origin 
of these epithelial formations, and th£~ separate origin is to be accounted 
for by aberrant and non-atrophied parts of the Wolffian body. 
Case IX.  Mrs.  W. 
I received from Dr. T. J. Watkins, who performed the operation,* the 
tube of one side and a disk fifteen millimetres in diameter and six milli- 
metres thick, cut out of the isthmic part of the other tube, the abdominal 
end of which was open.  The second  tube was not removed, but united 
with the uterus by an operation which might be called "metro-salpingo- 
anastomosis" and of which Dr. Watkins will soon publish a description. 
The disk was resected, because at this point the tube showed a distinct 
tumor.  On macroscopic  examination the tissue was extremely firm and 
dense and did not show a distinct lumen of the tube. 
Microsoopic  examination revealed the  following condition: The tube 
contains a distinc~ cavity with from three to five folds invested with the 
normal columnar epithelium.  The connective tissue of the mucous mem- 
brane  is  dense  and  fibrous.  The  circular  muscular  layer  around  the 
mucosa is well pronounced with the exceptions to be described. 
The  enlargement is  caused  by  an  abnormally thick  layer  of  muscle 
tissue interposed between the circular and longitudinal layers of the tube. 
This layer contains numerous epithelial formations, some of which show 
a more or less round or cyst-like appearance, while vthers are elongated 
like glands.  Many of the ducts are tortuous, others straight but ramify- 
ing.  Some  are  surrounded by connective tissue with numerous round 
cells,  others  directly by  muscular tissue.  The  muscular  tissue  forms 
sheaths around some of the epithelial formations, the fibres  closely fol- 
lowing the outlines of the  ducts or cysts.  Other  epithelial formations 
are scattered through the tissue without forming centres of concentrically 
arranged muscle fibres.  Some of the cysts are fairly large and are filled 
with detached epithelial cells  or  with  hyaline concretions arranged  in 
many concentric layers; others are smaller and contain nothing or only 
* Dr.  T.  J.  Watkins'  operation  consists  of the  following  steps: 
1.  The  nodule  of the  tube  is  excised. 
2.  An  incision is made  extending  into  the  cavity  of the  uterus. 
3.  The  tube  is  inverted  into  this  opening and 
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a few cells.  The epithelium of these formations is cohmnar throughout 
the  specimen.  Cilia  could not be observed.  The epithelial formations 
are  found  in  the  entire  space  between  the  central  circular  and  the 
external longitudinal muscular layers. 
On the short length of tissue of six millimetres a  finding which is  of 
the  highest  interest with  regard to the  pathogenesis  of these  epithelial 
formations was  observed in three  different places,  namely, the  observa- 
tion  of  open  communication  between the  tubal  epithelium  proper  and 
the  epithelial  formations in the  wall. 
The points  of communication show the following condition in trans- 
verse sections:  The mucous membrane and its  epithelium has  the  same 
appearance  as  in  the  other  sections,  but the  circular  muscular  layer is 
interrupted along an extent of about one-tenth of its circumference, and 
through this opening the epithelium of the tube is seen communicating 
in several lines with the epithelial masses  in the tubal  wall.  The com- 
munication takes place not by a single wide hole, but through a number 
(three to four) of duct-like channels.  At the place where this epithelium 
interrupts  the  circular  muscular  layer,  there  is  no  constriction  of  the 
epithelial masses.  The  distance between the  two nearest  points  of the 
circular muscular layer is about  0.2 ram.; the greatest width  of the  gap 
is 0.6 mm.  The calibre of the epithelial ducts leading from the tube into 
the  wail is between 40-80 [2  in  cross section.  As  I  had  made  a  series 
of sections, each of 15  12 in thickness, I  was able to determine how large 
the  opening of these  communications is in the  diameter vertical to the 
trahsverse section.  Since this was found to be between 250 and 300  [2, 
and when we take into consideration the  great  extent in length  of the 
opening, we cannot properly speak of gland-like ducts, but must regard 
these openings as deepened folds of the mucosa of the tube,  which have 
penetrated the muscular wall.  The epithelial cells of the tubal mueosa 
proper and  of the  epithelial  formations  outside  the  mucosa  proper are 
absolutely identical in appearance.  I  have been unable to find any dif- 
terence whatsoever between them.  I  mention this point more especially 
because Reeklinghausen reports a similar observation which, however, he 
explains  as  an  invasion  of the  Wolfflan body into  the  mucosa  for two 
reasons:  first,  on  account  of a  slight  difference in  shape  and  staining 
between  the  cells  forming  the  communication  and  those  of  the  tubal 
epithelium  proper;  and secondly, on  account  of the  narrowness  of the 
communication, which would contra-indieate its being regarded as a diver- 
ticulum. 
In  this  connection  Recklinghausen  lays  stress  upon  the  absence  of 
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described just now, is not really formed by a gland-like duct, but by a 
real  diverticulum, for as  such the great width of one diameter of this 
communication forces us to regard it.  Another point of great import- 
ance is the repetition of the same observation in three different places in 
a  length of  6  ram.  of tube.  A  perforation of the  Wolffian body into 
Mueller's duct in three different places within 6 ram. is difficult to assume, 
where the circular muscular layer must have offered  an obstacle  to the 
progress  of growing epithelium.  It is true---and this is a fact which the 
incomplete  literature  on  the  circulatory system of  the  tubes  has  not 
before recorded--that there  is one  prearranged route, following V~hich 
growing masses  of  cells  will  encounter  diminished resistance.  I  have 
repeatedly observed  small arteries breaking straight through the circular 
muscular layer of the tube and ramifying in the mucosa of the tube.  But 
in the case described here, I have not been able to'find a blood-vessel for 
the epithelial masses to follow in the course  of their penetration of the 
circular layer from without inward. 
With regard to the repeated observation of such communications in a 
short length of tissue, I  must again refer to Recklinghausen's last case 
mentioned in  his  postscript,  in which the  presence  of numerous com- 
munications between mucosa and epithelial formations in the wall of the 
uterus forced him to admit the origin of the epithelial part of the adeno- 
myoma in the epithelium of the uterus, that is to say, of Mueller's duct. 
This would seem to warrant a similar conclusion in the present case. 
Recklinghausen mentions also another hypothesis which appears quite 
plausible, though it has not yet been confirmed by actual observations. 
The organs of Wolff and Mueller lie so close together in the early stages of 
embryonic life that the formation of a communication between them is 
quite possible.  This may be preserved in extra-uterine life and give rise 
to  communications similar to  those  described  above.  This  hypothesis 
needs actual observation to support it, but is in itself thoroughly logical 
and convincing. 
Summing up, we find a number of communications formed by depres- 
sions between folds of the mucous membrane of the tube, no differences 
in the epithelial cells of the various epithelial formations, no prearranged 
route  of lessened  resistance for cells  proceeding from without inward. 
In the absence of further evidence  I  incline to the theory of a salpingo- 
genic origin of the abnormal epithelial masses in this tube. 
I have to admit that there is no evidence  of a very active proliferation 
of the epithelium of the tubal mucosa and that the connective tissue of 
the mucosa shows no signs of active inflammatory or of merely congestive 
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specimen the formation of *he epithelial masses in the wall occurred, we 
are justified in assuming  that  an inflammatory  or congestive condition, 
which has now disappeared,  has at some former  time  existed, which  at 
the time of its acme caused the aggressive progress of *he tubal epithelium 
proper. 
I  omit the description  of the  other three nodules, as *hey present no 
new features. 
Regarding  the  causation  of the  growths,  two  possibilities  present 
themselves.  The  one is that  the  epithelial  masses from the Wolfl~an 
duet were placed congenitally in the neighborhood of the tubal epithe- 
lium  and  have by *heir  presence and  activity caused  an irritation  of 
the  surrounding  muscular *issue,  producing a  muscular  tumor.  The 
epithelial  masses  must  have  grown  simultaneously,  since  the  wide- 
spread  epithelial  formations  cannot  be  supposed  to  have  existed  in 
*heir  entire  extent  prior  to  the  growth  of the  sometimes  very large 
tumors  of this kind.  The second theory is *hat the  epithelial masses 
originate in the epithelium of the tube, which has taken  on an abnor- 
mal growth, has invaded the wall, and by its presence and activity has 
led to  hypertrophy  of the muscular  tissue.  The  hypertrophy  of the 
muscular  tissue  may  also  have  been  caused  by  *he  same  irritation 
which  caused the  active  progress  of the  epithelium.  We  shall  have 
to discuss this further  after a  consideration  of salpingitis  pseudo-fol]i- 
cularis. 
It is  evident that  remnants  of the Wolffian body imbedded in  the 
wall of the tube and surrounded by an indistinctly limited myomatous 
growth  must  present  a  striking  microscopic  resemblance  *o  the  sal- 
pingitis isthmica nodosa.  Schauta himself assumes that what he terms 
salpingitls isthmica nedosa has occasionally been mistaken for a small 
myoma, but the converse may also take place, and salpingitis isthmica 
nodosa may have been diagnosed where the condition was really one of 
adenomyoma of the tube.  The resemblance between these two patho- 
logical conditions will even be enhanced when in consequence of super- 
vening acute and severe inflammation  considerable round-cell infiltra- 
tion and the purulent  disintegration  of part of the tissue occur.  All 
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umnar epithelium of these formations is ciliated in places, while Chiari 
states  (1)  that no cilia have been found on the columnar epithelium 
of the salpingitis isthmica nodosa.  In my opinion, however, too much 
stress should not be laid on this one point, since post-mortem changes 
in the specimens have undoubtedly often rendered observations on this 
point  impossible.  Chiari's  description  is  based  on  specimens  taken 
from cadavers. 
I  examined several of Recklinghansen's cases of adenomyomas of 
the uterus immediately after the operation and could then distinctly 
observe  the  actively  moving  cilia.  The  tube  described  above  as 
salpingitis isthmica nodosa (Case I) I  examined ~ter it had been pre- 
served in  alcohol for some time.  I  am unable  to  say whether the 
epithelia in the wall of the tube had no  cilia or whether these very 
delicate structures had existed, but were destroyed in consequence of 
the method of preservation. 
In regard to  the  diagnosis of adenomyoma of the tube,  I  should 
consider the following points  valuable:  Where  inflammation  of  the 
mucous membrane of the tube is not distinctly pronounced I  should 
be  inclined to  regard  epithelia]  formations in  the  wall  of the  tube 
which show no connection with the epithelium of the tubal  canal as 
belonging to  remnants of  the  Wolffian  duct,  whether the  muscular 
hypertrophy is  very prominent  or not.  If similar epithelial  forma- 
tions  are found in other parts  of the tube or in the uterus I  should 
consider this  corroborative  evidence in  favor  of  the  Wolffian  duct. 
The  remnants  of the  Wolffian  duct  and  the  parasalpinx  can,  until 
further material is  furnished,  be  differentiated by the fact that  the 
intraparieta]  parasalpinx  forms  a  duct with  few short ramifications, 
while the remnants of the Wolffian duct appear  as  an accumulation 
of many ducts and cysts.  It has been mentioned above that  active 
inflammation may obscure matters so that a  differential diagnosis be- 
comes impossible. 
There  is  one  more  kind  of  abnormM epithelial  formation  in  the 
wall of the tube which may be congenital or acquired--the peritoneal 
growth.  The  evidence seems, however~  to  be in  favor of the latter 
origin,  and  it  will  therefore  be  discussed  among  the  acquired  corn 
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The  acquired  conditions  to  the  discussion  of  which  we  now  pro- 
ceed,  are important  because they are  calculated to throw  much  light 
upon  the  question  of  the  causal  connection  between  inflammation 
and the new formation of epithelium in and the muscular hypertrophy 
of the  wall  of the  tube.  Regarding  these  conditions  I  have  first to 
mention Kaltenbach's  observation  (23).  Xaltenbach  describes a  case 
of hypertrophy  of the  tubal  wall  accompanying  inflammation  of the 
tube.  The tube was thickened to the size of the index finger and the 
fimbrise were occluded.  Epithelial formations in the wall of the tube 
are  not  mentioned.  The  thickening  of the  tubal  wall  is  caused  by 
hypertrophy of the muscular tissue throughout the wall. 
A  different  kind  of thickening  of  the  tubal  wall  is  described  by 
Zweifel (24).  He reports  several cases of purulent  inflammation  of 
the tubal mucous membrane where the wall of the tube shows nodular 
enlargement.  The enlargement is caused by hypertrophy of the con- 
neetive  tissue,  and  round-cell  infiltration  is  observed  between  the 
muscle bundles,  especially along the blood-vessels.  Zweifel calls this 
condition " salpingitis interstitialis "  and distinguishes from it another 
kind  which he  terms  "salpingitis  interstitialis  disseminata."  In  the 
latter form the  accumulations  of round  cells make up loci which are 
in  fact  small  abscesses.  Similar  observations had  been  made  before 
those  of  Zweifel by 5[artin  (2)  and  Orthmann  (25).  The  case  de- 
scribed above as Case II, b, presents such an abscess.  I  have another 
beautiful specimen of this kind which I  have obtained from a  ease of 
ovarian  abscess and  chronic  salpingitis. 
Case  VIII.  The  ovary contains  an  abscess the size  of a  walnut, the 
tube is  thickened  to  about  twice  its  normal  size  and  is  very hard.  I 
made  sections through  the  tube, ovary and the  intervening  part  of the 
broad ligament.  I  cannot dwell long upon the description of the ovary 
and broad ligament.  Suffice it to say that the ovary contains beside the 
abscess a number  of areas of round-cell infiltration  and  in  one place an 
almost  mature  follicle  with  a  germinative  cell  of  absolutely  normal 
appearance.  The broad ligament contains parovarian tubules and is prac- 
tically free from inflammatory  nests, showing a  perfectly normal  mesh- 
work  of  connective  and  muscular  tissue  and  blood-vessels.  While  the 
observation of the normal follicle teaches an important lesson with regard Em~  .Ries  373 
to conservative ovarian surgery, that of the normal broad  ligament be- 
tween an abscess  of the  ovary and a  chronically inflamed tube  cannot 
be  disregarded  by  those  who  try to  establish  as  an  absolute  rule  the 
spreading  of infection from the  tube  to  the  ovary by the  way of the 
lymphatics of the broad ligament. 
The tube itself gives evidence  of chronic inflammation by the  abun- 
dant round-cell infiltration of the folds of its mucous membrane.  The 
infiltration is  in  some  spots  so  abundant  that  the  connective  tissue 
proper  of the  mucous membrane  is  entirely covered.  The  epithelium 
is well preserved throughout the tube.  The cavity of the tube is narrow, 
the folds of the mucous membrane are not extraordinarily numerous or 
large.  The wall of the tube is so much thickened that it takes up about 
three-fourths of the diameter of the tube.  The circular muscular layers 
are  normal in  extent.  Wherever the  connective tissue  enters  between 
the bundles of muscular tissue masses of round cells  are seen which fill 
all the space between the muscle bundles.  This round-cell infiltration 
penetrates beyond the  circular layer and is  observed  in patches  in the 
neighborhood of what appear to be lymphatic vessels in the outer layers 
of the tube.  These outer layers present a striking appearance from the 
almost complete absence of longitudinal muscle fibres.  The largest part 
of  the  outer  layers is  composed  of  connective  tissue.  The  subserous 
layer of the tube contains larger masses  of round cells, fewer, however, 
than the mucous membrane or the muscular layer next to it.  A  mem- 
branous adhesion is seen starting from the serous  surface  of the tube. 
The bulk of the enlargement of the wall is  caused  by the development 
of the connective tissue.  No epithelial masses are to be seen outside the 
mucous membrane. 
This  is  a  well-marked  case  of  sa]pingitis  interstitialis.  It  is  im- 
portant in more than one respect.  For  instance,  the  distribution of 
the round cells is quite significant as to the spreading of the inflam- 
matory  process.  The  most  natural  explanation  is  as  follows:  The 
inflammation has proceeded from the uterus into the tube,  as  is wit- 
nessed by the inflammatory infiltration of the mucous membrane and 
its  immediate  surroundings.  From  here  the  inflammation has  not 
passed through the wall of the  tube,  as  is  proven by its  absence  in 
the  middle  part  of  the  tubal  wall.  The  inflammation has  spread 
through the abdominal end into the ovary, causing abscess of the same, 
and into the serous coat of the tube,  causing infiltration with round 
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A  condition  which  has  been  mentioned  repeatedly  and  is  of  the 
greatest importance in the discussion of our subject has been described 
by Martin  (2)  and  Orthmann  (25)  as  " salpingitis  follicularis,"  or,  as 
Martin  calls it more correctly in his recent treatise  on the  diseases  of 
the  tubes  (26)  "salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis."  Both  of  these 
authors,  as well as  several others, have  described cases of this  disease 
without specially mentioning the occurrence of nodules.  A  case which 
I  partly described above (Case VI,  a)  belongs to this  category. 
Case  V_r, b.  The tube is  almost  perfectly straight  without  any tor- 
tuosities.  The abdominal  end  is  open.  The  tube  is  thickened  to  the 
size of the index finger.  The tissue of the wall occupies about one-half 
the  diameter of the  tube.  The wall is  composed mainly  of connective 
tissue, while the circular and longitudinal muscular layers are thin.  The 
mucous  membrane  of  the  isthmic  part  does  not  present  the  normal 
numerous ramifying folds, but the cavity is surrounded with four to six 
broad  elevations  of  the  mucous  membrane.  These  elevations  contain 
numerous  cyst-like  cavities,  some  of which  are  as  large  as  a  grain  of 
mustard-seed.  The  larger  ones  contain  an  amorphous  granular  mass. 
These cavities as well as the main cavity of the tube are lined with the 
normal tubal epithelium.  The cavities contained in the elevations of the 
mucosa can be proven by serial sections to communicate with each other 
and with the main cavity by numerous small openings sometimes formed 
like  ducts.  They  are  therefore not  real  cysts,  but  dilated  depressions 
between the folds of the mncosa.  The connective tissue  of the mucosa 
shows  in many spots h~emorrhagic infiltration and  pigmentation.  This 
h~emorrhagic infiltration accompanies a continuation of the mucous mem- 
brane which  penetrates into the  wall  of the  tube.  In  some  specimens 
this  continuation extends from the mucosa proper through the  circular 
and longitudinal  muscular  layers into the  subserons  tissue  of the  tube. 
A  number of epithelial ducts with numerous ramifications are seen lying 
side by side outside the mucosa proper.  They are lined with epithelium 
similar  to  that  which  covers the  tubal  mucous  membrane  and  are  im- 
bedded in a  connective tissue which presents  such marked hmmorrhagic 
infiltration and  pigmentation  that  it  can be  seen even macroscopically. 
The direction of this  continuation  of the  mucous membrane  is  towards 
the upper border of the tube.  The extent of this formation in a  longi- 
tudinal direction is not more than a  few millimetres.  There is no con- 
nection  between  this  system  of  epithelial  formations  and  the  one  de- 
scribed under Case VI, a.  The connective tissue surrounding the para- Emil  Ries  375 
salpinx  (Case VI,  a)  contains  no trace  of the  h~emorrhagic  infiltration, 
which however follows the other epithelial formations. 
There are no symptoms of acute inflammation,  but the  h~emorrhagic 
infiltration and the congiutination  of the folds of the mucous membrane 
give sufficient evidence of a chronic inflammatory process. 
This  case  is  a  typical  one  of  salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis,  as  the 
formation  of  the  cyst-like  cavities  of  the  mucosa  and  the  epithelial 
formations in the  wall prove.  For the  connection  of the  latter with 
the mucosa proper  direct evidence is given above.  But it  cannot be 
gainsaid  that,  if a  more  acute inflammation  had  set in  giving rise to 
abscesses in  the  wall,  the  proof  of  the  connection  between  the  two 
epithelial  systems might  have  been  lost,  so that  an  appearance  iden- 
tical with the one described as salpingitis  isthmica nodosa would have 
been created.  I  am well aware of the fact that  the  pigmentation  of 
the  connective  tissue  surrounding  the  epithelial  formations  has  been 
regarded  as characteristic  of remnants  of the Wolffian body.  But in 
view of the  communication  between the  cavity of the  tube  and  the 
epithelial  formations,  I  regard  the  diagnosis  of  salpingitis  pseudo- 
follieularis as firmly established. 
The penetration of epithelial ducts into the wall of the tube, strange 
as it may at first appear, is not without parallel in other organs, more 
especially  in  the  generative  organs  themselves.  It  is  a  well-known 
fact that under inflammatory irritation the glands of the mucous mem- 
brane  of the uterus,  both of the neck and body, hypertrophy to such 
a  degree that they enter  between the bundles of the muscular tissue, 
so that  even  doubts  as  to the  benignant  or malignant  nature  of  the 
process may arise.  The presence of a layer of connective tissue around 
the  epithelial  formations,  however thin  it  may be,  must  be regarded 
as a proof of the benignancy of this 'condition. 
Two observations similar  to those described above have been made 
by Werth  (14)  in  cases of extra-uterine  pregnancy.  I  mention  just 
this  one  author  on account  of the  importance  which  he  attributes  to 
the salpingitis pseudo-follicularis with regard to the causation of extra- 
uterine pregnancy.  I-Ie thinks it would be a  very remarkable  chance 
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one of these recesses,  t~egarding the origin of the recesses, he shares 
martin's  opinion. 
It must necessarily be very difficult to make a  differential diagnosis 
between  such  a  salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis  and  the  cases  termed 
salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa.  The  explanations  of the  origin  of both 
as given  by their  first  observers are  absolutely identical,  and  among 
more  recent  authors  Reymond (27)  fully  shares this  opinion.  Both 
conditions are ascribed to an abn(~rmal  growth of the tubal epithelium 
caused by inflammatory irritation.  The abscesses which are found in 
some cases of salpingitis isthmica nodosa and which are not mentioned 
in the  descriptions  of the  salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis  are not at all 
characteristic.  Schauta himself declares  (3)  that  they are sometimes 
absent in  cases of salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa.  A  case  of salpingitis 
pseudo-follieularis with acute inflammation  and  consequent round-cell 
infiltration  and  destruction  of the  epithelium  would indeed  cause in- 
surmountable  difficulties  in  regard  to  differential  diagnosis.  This 
seems to  explain  why Sehauta  could  describe  18  cases  of  salpingitis 
~sthmica  nodosa  (though  he  gives  an  anatomical  description  of  but 
two); while on the other hand  ~Iartin  describes a number  of cases of 
salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis and finds the salpingitis  isthmica nodosa 
remarkably  rare  among  his  own  cases.  Chiari  (1),  as  mentioned 
above, considered these cases to be practically identical with salpingitis 
pseudo-follicularis,  and  it was only Sehauta  who would regard  them 
as a separate pathological entity. 
It is an attractive,  even though ungrateful task, to enquire into the 
process of the growth of such epithelial  formations.  Our knowledge 
of the mechanism of cell-growth is in its ve  W infancy, and guess-work 
and  speculations  without  any  solid  foundation  will  not  further  ns. 
It may therefore not be amiss to point out at least as much evidence as 
we  possess.  As  the  cases  of  salpingitis  pseudo-follieularis  occur  in 
non-occluded as well as in occluded tubes,  accumulations of any kind 
cannot be the  effective cause  of the penetration  of the  epithelia  into 
the wall.  Pressure of the contents would rather tend to produce epi- 
thelial atrophy, as the observations on hydro- or pyo-salpinx, hydro- or 
pyo-metra,  and  hydro-  or  pyo-nephrosis prove.  Active  proliferation Emil  Ries  377 
of the epithelia, however, would offer quite a satisfactory explanation. 
It will be our future task to prove this on specimens which have to be 
subjected to  the proper methods of preservation before death sets in 
in the tissues. 
We  are  confronted with  peculiar  difficulties when we  proceed to 
the consideration of the last  kind  of  epithelial  formation which  we 
have to discuss here.  The English and American literature contains 
nothing about them, and even among the German medical papers the 
reports of such formations are few and far between. 
I have met this last kind of epithelial formations, which I  shall term 
"peritoneal growths,"  in  a  number of cases where there have  been 
peritoneal adhesions or pseudo-membranes covering the pelvic organs. 
It would lead us too far to consider here all the relations of these peri- 
toneal growths to  the question  of inflammation of the  serous mem- 
branes.  Suffice it  to  mention that  the text-books  of pathology,  for 
instance, those of Ziegler and Orth, refer to swelling, detachment and 
fatty degeneration of the peritoneal endothelium in chronic peritonitis 
and aseites.  Klebs  (28)  describes superficial cysts of the broad liga- 
ments, the  origin of which may,  according to  him, be  found in  the 
germinative epithelium of the ovary.  Fabricins (20) in a recent paper 
shares this opinion.  Waldeyer (30) explains them as remains of germ- 
inative epithelium which have become covered with connective tissue. 
Pfannenstiel (31)  connects their origin with ovarian cystomas, which 
existed in his cases. 
Klob  (32)  describes papillary  growths  on  the  serous  coat  of  the 
tubes,  the  larger  ones  among which  become hollow  and  form  real 
cysts.  Walker (33), Dobbert (34),  Zweifel (35),  Werth  (14),  Zedel 
(36),  and  others have described in  cases  of  extra-uterine pregnancy 
formations apparently identical with those to be reported here.  They 
always connected them with the pregnancy, but my cases prove clearly 
that pregnancy has nothing to do with these formations, at least not 
directly, though in those cases where it produces adhesions and pseudo- 
membranes, pregnancy may act as an indirect factor. 
Of the two cases in which I  found the most beautiful development 
of these peritoneal growths, one has been partly described above (Case 378  Nodular  Forms  of  Tubal  Disease 
II).  The  other  case  is  one  of  chronic  interstitial  salpingitis,  very 
much  like  Case  VIII  (see  above).  In  addition,  the  tube  presents 
under its serous surface a  number of small cysts, the largest ones of 
which are  about  5  ram.  in  diameter.  The  cysts partly  protrude  on 
the  surface  of the tube  and  partly  are situated  in  its  wall  without 
changing the normal outline of the tube.  The abdominal end is open. 
I  shall  not  go  into  a  detailed description  of these  two  specimens 
and of those from all  of the other cases in  which I  found the same 
condition though less developed, but will leave this  f~r some future 
opportunity.  I shall give here only the results of my observations and 
my conclusions. 
I  find in  cases where the tube is  covered with  pseudo-membranes 
peculiar  accumulations of  epithelioid  cells  which  are  generally cov- 
ered by the pseudo-membranes and  reach the surface at  only a  few 
points.  These points are, however, observed in sufficient numbers to 
suggest the theory that the peritoneal surface is the starting point of 
these  formations.  The  pseudo-membranes  themselves  are  always 
largely made up of heemorrhagic tissue with numerous pigment cells. 
It is generally possible to distinguish the original surface of the tube, 
and  only in  a  few places the  connection between tube  and  pseudo- 
membrane is so intimate that it becomes impossible to tell where the 
tubal tissue ends and the pseudo-membrane begins.  The tubal tissue 
under  the  pseudo-membrane  generally  shows  more  or  less  dense 
accumulations of round cells. 
The border-line between tube and pseudo-membrane is always most 
distinct where it is formed by the epithelioid cells.  These cells have 
this  in  common,  that  they generally occur  or  at  least  originate  in 
more or less wide and straight or irregular clefts and chinks between 
tube and adhesion membrane.  These clefts sometimes assume irregu- 
lar shapes with sharp  angles corresponding to sharp bends and slight 
strangulations  of the tube.  In other cases the  clefts form for long 
distances straight lines.  The straight clefts as well as the larger and 
more  irregular  crevices  frequently  communicate  with  the  surface 
through narrow or wide gaps or duct-like openings. 
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size and appearance.  Some are flat and large, resembling the  endo- 
thelial cells lining lymphatic vessels,  the nucleus of the cell producing 
a protuberance on the outline of the cell.  Others are more cuboidal, 
the nucleus filling a  large part of the cell, and still others are cylin- 
drical, looking precisely like the epithelia of the tubal mucous mem- 
brane.  The  surface of the  cuboidal  and  cylindrical tells  is usually 
slightly convex, the nucleus is always large and contains one or several 
nucleoli.  The cells, and especially the nuclei, stain very readily.  I 
have never met with  cilia  or karyokinetic figures,  but  none  of  the 
specimens have been preserved with special regard to this point.  The 
different kinds  of  epithelioid cells frequently occur together in  one 
group; others are mainly made up of one kind of epithelium.  As the 
cells look  in  many places  absolutely like  the  epithelia  of  the  tubal 
mucous membrane, one would like to  call them epithelia,  but  with 
regard to their origin and their different appearance in different places 
it will be best to call them "epithelioid,"  thereby avoiding the notion 
of a true epithelial nature. 
I  have been able to distinguish four different types of epithelioid 
formations  composed  of  such  cells.  The  intermediate  types  are 
observed sufficiently frequently to  establish their connection. 
The first type of epithelioid formations is found in long,  straight, 
narrow clefts between tubal tissue and pseudo-membrane.  The cleft 
is lined on one or both sides with cuboidal cells in one row.  Where 
the cleft is tapering, the cells axe more flat and of the endothelial type. 
In some clefts where there is  only one row of epithelioid cells--and 
this one always on the tubal side  the cells do  not terminate at the 
end of the cleft, but pass from the tubal side of the cleft over to the 
pseudo-membrane and invest it for a  certain distance.  In others the 
epithelioid cells invest both  sides  of the cleft.  The  cleft sometimes 
has no contents; in other places it contains amorphous detritus (Plate 
XXXII, :Fig. 9).  This type is an exact counterfeit of the growths of 
germinative  epithelium  described  on  the  ovary  under  pseudo-mem- 
branes by Nagel (37) and others. 
In the second type there is instead of the single row of cells, char- 
acterizing the first type,  a  solid  accumulation of cells with  more or 
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less rounded outline and sometimes tongue-like processes penetrating 
the surrounding tuba] tissue.  The cells composing this accumulation 
are  square  or  multangular.  Round  cells  sometimes  surround  these 
solid bodies to a  great extent and invade even the epithelioid masses. 
Intermediate stages  between the single rows and the multiple layers 
are frequently seen (Plate XXXlI, Fig. 3). 
A  different kind of growth of the single rows of cells (type 1) leads 
to the formation of type 3  (Plate XXXII, Fig. 4).  Here the cleft is 
wider  than in  type  1,  and  is  filled partly with  detritus  partly  with 
epithe]ioid cells of a peculiar arrangement.  On superficial inspection 
there seem to be irregular worm-like coils of epithelioid cells arranged 
in the manner of a papillomatous growth, but on closer examination 
the condition proves to be entirely different from that of a papilloma. 
The  epithelial  elevations  contain  no  connective tissue;  they  consist 
merely of epithe]ioid cells which sprout forth like buds.  As Fig.  4 
shows, such an epithelioid bud sometimes starts from just one epithe- 
lioid cell on the wall of the cleft.  Before the buds attain the opposite 
wall they arrange themselves in  coils and may then form smaller or 
larger solid  epithelioid  masses.  It  is  peculiar to  this  type that  the 
epithelioid buds may fill the clefts but do not invade the surrounding 
tissue.  II1 the course of their development one bud can at last fill the 
whole chink as a  solid roundish body attached to  the wall by a  very 
thin pedicle.  If the section does not happen to be laid just through 
the pedicle, one sees a solid epithelioid mass separated all around by a 
very narrow cleft from the epithelioid cells investing the original out- 
line of the cleft.  The cells lining the cleft are cnboidal or flat (Plate 
XXXII,  Fig.  6);  the cells composing the solid masses are generally 
large and multangu]ar. 
In  the solid  masses  of both  types  2  and  3  a  certain  condition is 
observed  in  many places  which  characterizes it  as  an  intermediate 
stage between these types and type 4.  This intermediate stage shows 
vacuolization of the solid masses in varying degrees.  In some places 
there is  a vacuole in  only one cell; in others the vacuoles are larger 
and are contained between the cells.  Some of the solid bodies contain 
three,  four,  or  even  more  vacuoles,  so  that  at  last  the  mass  looks 
worm-eaten or honey-combed  (Fig. 6).  The vacuoles frequently have Emil  Ries  381 
no contents, at other places, especially where they are large, they con- 
tain  detritus  and detached and  (as is shown by their failure to take 
the stains) degenerated epithelioid cells. 
The  terminal  stage  after  the  disappearance  of  all  dividing  walls 
between the vacuoles is seen in type 4 (Fig. 5), a round or oblong cyst. 
The  epithelioid cells lining the cyst are not  always arranged in  the 
same  way.  Sometimes  there  is  only  one  row  of  cells,  which  are 
exactly like the high cylindrical cells of the tubal mucous membrane; 
in other cases the cyst is lined with several layers of flat cells; in other 
cases, again, the cyst itself is surrounded by one row of cylindrical or 
cuboidal cells, which in its  turn is  separated by a  very narrow cleft 
from a  circle of flat cells.  It is superfluous to enter further into the 
details  of the  development of  each  of  these  cystic formations  ~ter 
what has been said above about the intermediate stages.  The  cysts 
almost always contain some detritus and large vesicular, detached and 
degenerated epithelioid cells.  The cysts are of various sizes; some are 
microscopic, while others form protrusions under the serous coat which 
can  be  seen with  the naked eye.  The  tissue separating  these  cysts 
from the serous surface is frequently extremely thin. 
The bulk of these epithelioid masses does not generally contribute 
very much to the enlargement of the tube, but whe~'e the tubal wall 
is very thin in consequence of atrophy of the muscular tissue in it, as 
for instance in  Case  II,  the  epithelioid masses form a  large part  of 
the wall of the tube.  They are then to be found throughout the wall 
of the tube,  and not only immediately under the pseudo-membranes. 
While the histological description of these four types and their con- 
secutive development is  Simple,  an  effort to  arrive  at  a  satisfactory 
theory as to their origin meets with somewhat greater difficulties.  In 
considering the  pathogenetic  process,  five  different modes  of origin 
have to be discussed.  The starting point of these growths might be 
sought in: 
1.  remnants of the Wolffian body~ 
2.  aberrant tubes, parasalpinx, 
3.  the endothelium of lymphatic vessels, 
4.  the peritoneal endothelium, 
5.  the germinal epithelium. 885  Nodular  Forms  of  Tubal  Disease 
The origin from the epithelium of the tubal canal can be excluded, 
as there is never found a  communication between the cavity and the 
above-mentioned epithelioid formations.  Remnants  of the  Wolffian 
body have a uniform true cylindrical epithelium, a sheath of connective 
and frequently of muscular tissue;  they do not form solid  epithelial 
masses.  All of these signs tend to prove that the epithelioid masses 
cannot be derived from remnants of the ~Volffian  body.  The  same 
conclusion holds good with regard to the parasalpinx, which forms one 
or two isolated epithelial tubes in the wall, but does not by any means 
extend  Over the  entire  circumference of the  tube  as  the  epithelioid 
formations may do. 
The endothelium of lymphatic vessels cannot be excluded with the 
same ease.  The  low and flat cells  of the first type described above 
look  very  much  like  endothelia,  and  observations  on  pathological 
growths  originating in  the  lymphatic endothelia,  the  endotheliomas, 
prove that  endothelial cells  may become so similar  to  true  epithelia 
that they cannot be differentiated by their shape.  On the other hand 
the entire absence of dichotomic formations speaks against an origin 
from  the  lymphatic capillaries.  The  absence  of  dichotomie  forma- 
tions and of the arrangement of the epithe]ioid masses in the manner 
of strings of beads is certainly opposed to the hypothesis of a secondary 
invasion of the lymphatics. 
The  fourth  possibility  mentioned above  appears  to  approach  the 
truth mc~re nearly than any of those as yet mentioned.  When pseudo- 
membrane~ form on an organ lined with a serous coat--be it periton- 
eum or pleura  or pericardium--the endothelia of these serous  coats 
either degenerate entirely and disappear or they become included be- 
tween the  organ and the pseudo-membrane.  Being thus in a  condi- 
tion of "relative heterotopy," as it might be termed, they participate 
in the developmental possibilities common to all cells which have be- 
come deprived of their original standing in the system.  They become 
subject  to  abnormal growth  and  to  degenerations  of  various  kinds. 
Under these conditions swelling and enlargement of endothelial cells 
is quite a  common occurrence.  As the communication of the epithe- 
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the luxuriant growths of type 3  are observed in those larger crevices 
on the original surface of the tube which represent secluded parts of 
the peritoneal cavity; as the growth and degeneration of the epithelioid 
masses is in perfect accordance with our knowledge of such processes 
in the endothelia of serous membranes, the theory that these epithelloid 
masses are the offspring of the peritoneal endothelium appears to fur- 
nish  the  best  claims  to  acceptation.  The  peritoneal  endothelium 
would, according to this theory, almost reassume an activity which it 
normally possesses  only in the embryonic stage, where the cells lining 
the  coeloma grow  so  exuberantly that  they lead to  large  epithelial 
formations. 
While this  is  by no  means impossible,  it  must not be  overlooked 
that the facts allow of another explanation.  If by an irregular de- 
velopment some aberrant patches of germinative epithelium had been 
formed on the serous surface of the tube  a fact to the possibility of 
which the observations of Thiry (38) and ~[orau (39) seem to point-- 
these patches may in  analogy with  other irregular foetal formations 
preserve £heir energy in a latent condition until a late stage.  Under 
the influence of inflammatory irritation they may begin to gro~v and 
may then give rise to such formations as were described above. 
These  last  sentences  contain  many  hypothetical  statements. 
Furthermore,  the  various  shapes  of  the  epithelioid  cells  are  rather 
against  this  theory.  The  fact,  however,  that  conditions  similar  to 
those of type I  have been described on the ovary, Nagel (37),  where 
their  origin  must  be  ascribed  to  the  germinative  epithelium  would 
induce one to regard such a process as not beyond all likelihood. 
It has been suggested by Fabricius  (29) that there is another way 
in  which germinative  epithelium may appear  on  the surface of the 
tube,  namely, in  consequence of  adhesions between ovary and  tube 
which occur frequently in  inflammation of  the  uterine  appendages. 
In the cases described by Fabricius it was ~]~Mcult to exclude this, since 
this  author made his  observations  on cases in which tube  and  ovary 
were bound together by adhesions.  But in my cases there were no 
such adhesions between ovary and  tube,  and this  origin  of the  epi- 
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to me most probable that the endothe]ium of the peritoneum itself is 
the starting point of the epithelioid ma~es under discussion. 
It would lead us too far to discuss the importance of these observa- 
tions with regard to the questions of chronic peritonitis and small cystic 
formations on the peritoneum.  But it is necessary to draw attention 
to  another  question which presents itself here.  It  might  be  asked: 
Is  it  not  possible  that  the  epithelial  formations,  described  above  an 
salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis or  salpingitis  isthmica nodosa  or  as  im 
traparietal  parasalpinx,  originate  in  these  peritoneal  growths~.  But 
though doubts may arise in some complicated cases, in general it may 
be said that tl~e extent of the peritoneal growths over a very large part 
of the tubal circumference is sut~ieient  to  differentiate these growths 
from the  more isolated  epithelial growths  of  the  salpingitis  pseudo- 
follicularis  or  the  intraparietal  parasalpinx.  Besides  it  can  hardly 
be  expected that  the peritoneal growths which produce more  or less 
extensive epithelial formations in the wall of the tube  would vanish 
so absolutely as to leave hardly any trace of their primary existence. 
And the fact is that neither in a  case omf intraparieta] parasalpinx nor 
in  one  of  salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis  could  I  discover  peritoneal 
growths of any extent. 
After  the  description  of  these  specimens  we  find  ourselves  con- 
fronted  with  an  unexpected state  of  affairs.  The  conception  of  a 
peculiar  pathological  condition  designated  by  the  term  " salpingitis 
isthmica  nodosa"  seems to  disappear  entirely.  We  started  from  a 
condition  of  nodular  enlargement  of  the  isthmic  part  of  the  tube 
caused by muscular hypertrophy and cystic epithelial formations in the 
Wall of the tube.  We have been able to confirm the existence of such 
a condition, but we have not been able to find any gross characteristic 
by which we might differentiate it from salpingitis pseudo-fo]licularis 
and salpingitis abscedens.  Again, the rest of the described cases tend 
to prove that under the designation of salpingitis isthmica nodosa quite 
a  number of different pathological  conditions have  been  rubricated. 
We see nodules of the isthmic part without hypertrophy or cystic ~or- 
mations, where from outward appearances we should conclude that we 
have to deal with a genuine salpingitis isthmica nodosa.  Schauta him- Emil  Ries  385 
self states that the nodules of the salpingitis isthmica nodosa have not 
invariably the same structure.  ~Vhat then shall we call a salpingitis 
isthmica nodosa?  Is  every nodular enlargement of the isthmic part 
of the tube a  salpingitis  isthmica nodosa?  Certainly this  cannot be 
Schauta's opinion.  I-Ie says that the muscular hypertrophy and the 
epithelial formations may be absent.  The only remaining character- 
istic  symptom would  then  be  the  nodular  enlargement.  But  this, 
as I  have shown above, may be  caused by a  number of pathological 
conditions, some of which, for instance the adenomyomas, can certainly 
not be called instances of salpingitis,  that is  of inflammation of the 
tube. 
It would therefore seem to be evident that nodules ~f the tube may 
be due to different inflammatory or non-inflammatory causes: 
1.  ~on-inflammatory nodules: 
a.  Adenomyomata. 
b.  Intraparietal  hydroparasalpinx. 
2.  Inflammatory nodules: 
a.  Salpingitis  catarrhalis. 
b.  Salpingitis pseudo-follicularis (salpingitis isthmiea nodosa). 
c.  Salpingitis  abscedens  (salpingitis  interstitialis, interstitialis 
disseminata). 
1.  Speeifica (tuberculosa, g0norrhoica). 
2.  Non-specifica. 
d.  Peritoneal growths (solid or cystic). 
It will be borne in mind that the nodules of which we are speaking 
here are all produced by a circumscribed thickening of the walt :of the 
tube.  The nodular enlargements which are caused by strangulations 
of a dilated tubal cavity filled with pus are not considered in the pres- 
ent paper, whether the strangulations be caused by adhesion bands or 
are the result of the congenital anomaly described by Freund (40). 
The nodular enlargements of the wall' are not confined to the isthmie 
part of the tube, not even those which present a microscopic condition 
identical with the one described by Schauta.  It is  therefore uawar- 
ranted to consider those of the isthmie part  of the tube as belonging 
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The  causes  of  enlargement  of  the  tubal  wall  vary  considerably. 
In the non-inflammatory nodules a neoplasm is imbedded in the wall, 
while in the rest of the cases  the wall is thickened in consequence of 
inflammatory changes, primary or secondary, in one or several tissues 
of the tubal wall. 
Primary inflammatory thickenings  are  those  caused  by  catarrhal 
sa]pingitis  (enlargement of the mucosa) and the various kinds of sal- 
pingitis abscedens (thickening by inflammatory products).  Secondary 
thickening  is  caused  by  salpingitis  pseudo-follicularis  (secondary 
growth of the epithelia under inflammatory irritation)  or by the peri- 
toneal growths (in cases of primary perisalping~tis). 
I  am well aware of the fact that such a  division into primary and 
secondary conditions is  somewhat diagrammatic,  but  even so  it  will 
help to make clear the wide differences in  the pathology and patho- 
genesis of the conditions under discussion. 
I wish to emphasize the fact that the various pathological conditions 
which may produce nodular enlargement by no means do so invariably. 
There  is  not  one  of the  conditions  described  above  which  may not 
occasionally exist without producing an enlargement visible  on gross 
examination.  The  size  of the  nodule  is  naturally  of no  diagnostic 
importance whatever.  Sa]pingitis abscedens~ for instance, may in one 
tube  cause an even thickening, while in  the  other tube  of the  same 
case it  may by the formation of abscesses  produce  a  nodule  of any 
portion of the tube, not excepting the isthmic part.  It would be mis- 
leading and  absolutely incorrect to term the disease  of one side sal- 
pingitis  abscedens  and  the  disease  of  the  other  salpingitis  isthmica 
nodosa, though Schauta's description of the varying histological con- 
ditions  in  salpingitis  isthmica  nodosa  would  fully  warrant  such  a 
procedure. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
The conclusions at which we arrive are the following: 
1.  :Nodular enlargement of the tube can be caused by a number oi 
different pathological conditions. 
2.  Clinical examination does not enable us to  make a  diagnosis of 
the pathological condition existing in an individual case of nodule of 
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3.  The diagnosis of the nature of a tubal nodule can be made only 
with the microscope. 
4.  The conditions causing nodular enlargement of the tube are con- 
genital or acquired, non-inflammatory or inflammatory. 
5.  Any one of these conditions can exist without the production of 
nodules. 
6.  The nodules can be found in all parts of the tube and--taking the 
peculiar  anatomy  of  each  part  of  the  tube  into  account--~-'show  the 
same structure. 
7.  The enlargement can be caused by epithelial or epithelioid for- 
mations,  connective or muscular tissue,  by  round-cell infiltrations  or 
combinations of two or more of these. 
8.  The epithelial formations originate in the epithelium of 
a.  the tubal mucous membrane (salpingitis pseudo-follicularis, 
adenomyoma originating in the tubal epithelium). 
b.  the  accessory  tubes  (intraparietal parasallMn  x  and  hydro- 
parasalpinx). 
c.  remnants of the Wolffian body (adenomyoma). 
9.  The  epithelioid formations originate  in  the  peritoneal  endothe- 
Hum (peritoneal growths under "relative heterotopy "). 
10.  The excess of formation of connective t~ssue is a consequence of 
inflammatory  conditions  of  the  tubal  wall  (salpingitis  interstitialis, 
Zwei~el). 
11.  The hypertrophy of the muscular tissue is 
a.  non-inflammatory  (adenomyoma). 
b.  consequent upon inflammation--Kaltenbach's case (23). 
12.  The accumulations of round cells are direct evidence of inflam- 
mation: 
a.  non-specific (salpingitis interstitialis disseminata, salpingitis 
abscedens); or 
b.  specific (salpingitis tuberculosa or s. gonorrhoica). 
13.  The  epithe]ioid  formations  can  occur  wherever  pseudo-mem- 
branes cover organs ]ined with a serous coat. 
14.  Extra-uterine pregnancy (abdominal or tubal) produces epithe- 
]ioid formations by causing pseudo-membranes to  form--not  by  any 
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DESCI~IPTION  OF  PLATTE  XXXll. 
Fig. L--Case I (about 40 diam.). The figure shows about one-half of a sec- 
tion of the tubal  nodule.  T,  cavity of tube;  A, abscess  with central cavity; 
E, epithelial formations at periphery of abscess. 
Figs. 2-6.--Peritoneal growths.  ~Y, surface of tube  (abon¢ 300  diam.). 
FIG.  2.--a, double rows; b, single row of epithelioid cells.  Type 1. 
Fig. 3.--sm, solid mass of cells; re, round-cell infiltration.  Type 2. 
Fig.  4.--eb,  epithelial buds;  c, capillary.  Type 3. 
Fro. 5.--e, epithelial lining of cyst; d,  detached epithelial cells; hp,  hmmor- 
rhagic and pigmented tissue of the  adhesion membrane;  rc,  round-cell infil- 
tration.  Type 4. 
Type 6.--a, vacuoles.  Intermediate type between types  3 and  4. 
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